




Today, you are busy working towards
fulfilling your financial goals, such as:











P2P lending is regulated by the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) as of 4th October, 2017

RBI has also granted a 
Certificate of Registration as an NBFC-P2P 

to Faircent.com on May 16, 2018



So, P2P lending is a good investment option to achieve 
your financial goals

be it
retirement or any other financial goal.





Faircent.com enables you to:

Lend your 
money to 

earn returns 
as high as 

18% to 25% pa

Earn
Monthly
Income

Mitigate
your
Risks

Invest securely
and conveniently 
with the help of 

cutting edge 
technology

Use Data & 
Analytics to 

optimize your 
returns



Lend your money to 
earn returns 

as high as 
18% to 25% pa



Earn like a bank.

Since you lend your money directly to rated borrowers 
you get a part of the intermediary margins 

enabling you to earn high returns, as high as 18% to 25% pa.



To ensure you get high returns Faircent vets all borrowers 
thoroughly and shows you all their financial details



To ensure you get high returns Faircent vets all borrowers 
thoroughly and shows you all their financial details



To ensure you lend your money to genuine borrowers both their 
office and home addresses are physically verified



Borrowers Interest Rates are based on their risk rating. 
Risk Rating is done using high end fully automated credit evaluation.



As Faircent receives 30,000+ loan applications and lists 500+ loan 
applications every month you have a wide choice of rated borrowers

This helps you to create a loan portfolio 
with returns as per your financial goals



Large number of filters to help you select borrowers of your choice

Choose 100+ borrowers 
from various different categories 

to build a portfolio which can get you great returns



Large number of filters to help you select borrowers of your choice

Choose 100+ borrowers 
from various different categories 

to build a portfolio which can get you great returns



To summarise:



Earn
Monthly
Income



You receive monthly repayments from borrowers

generating a monthly income for you



If you reinvest your monthly repayments you can 
compound your returns.

As per Faircent Analytics, reinvesting has helped 
lenders improve their returns by upto 10% pa



To summarise:

Earn
Monthly
Income



Mitigate your Risks



You can select borrowers based on a 
wide range of criteria and risk profiles

Variety in your loan portfolio
reduces your overall risk



You cannot invest more than 20% 
of a borrowers loan requirement

This limits your exposure to a borrower and 
reduces your overall risk



Faircent enables you to fractionalize to reduce risk. 

You can invest small amounts across large number of borrowers.
Invest as low as ₹ 750 per borrower.



Faircent ensures 
signing of legally binding agreements and 

collects security cheques from all borrowers



Faircent Collections service reminds borrowers to 
help you get repayments on time. 



Detailed Collections Reports 
keep you informed of all collections activity. 



Should there be a default, you can make use of 
Strong Recovery Process

Faircent sends out physical Dunning Letter notices 
to defaulting borrowers on your behalf



Recovery Process is backed by Legal Support

Legal Notices and Summons are sent
to defaulting borrowers on your behalf



To summarise:

Mitigate 
your Risks



Invest securely and 
conveniently with the help of 

cutting edge technology



Faircent enables you to manage a portfolio 
of hundreds or thousands of loans easily with

P2P Lending processes enabled by cutting 
edge technology



The Dashboard gives you a quick overview of
your portfolio



To make all fund transfers digital, smooth and convenient, 
you are provided with a pass through virtual bank account 

called the 

You use this account to transfer money to borrowers 
accounts and to get back the repayment EMIs. 



All transactions are vetted and done under the 
trusteeship of IDBI



Auto Invest automates borrower selection for you



Auto Invest matches your chosen borrower criteria with 
loans as they are listed and sends a proposal on your behalf

It helps reduce time required to build a diversified loan portfolio as 



All the agreement paperwork has been made digital and 
signing them is as easy as the click of a button

Digital agreements are also legally enforceable in a court of law





To summarise:



Use Data & Analytics 
to optimize your 

returns



Use the - for simulating result of decisions



Graphical reports comparing your portfolio with 

Analyze differences and gaps easily to take required action



Temporal & Positional Distribution report provides data about 
your portfolio broken up by each borrower and time



A Trend report of overall loan performance on the Faircent 
platform with analysis is provided periodically

This provides inputs to optimize your lending strategy



To summarise:

Use Data & 
Analytics to 

optimize your 
returns



Remember, with Faircent.com you can:

Lend your 
money to 

earn returns 
as high as 

18% to 25% pa

Earn
Monthly
Income

Mitigate
your
Risks

Invest securely
and conveniently 
with the help of 

cutting edge 
technology

Use Data & 
Analytics to 

optimize your 
returns



There are even more reasons to choose Faircent



There are even more reasons to choose Faircent



✓

✓

✓

✓




